High Assurance encryption defends networks against dynamic threats, and protects the Nation’s most critical information across land, air, sea and space.

**THE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST NSA CERTIFIED HAIPES FOR TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS**

**TACLANE®-Nano (KG-175N)**
Protecting TS/SCI and Below
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**TACLANE-C175N (CHVP)**
Protecting Secret and Below
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**100 Mb/s Full-Duplex Throughput**

**WHAT CHVP BRINGS TO THE MISSION**

Cryptographic High Value Products (CHVP) bridge the need for NSA certified High Assurance encryption with reduced equipment handling requirements necessary to secure information in high risk environments.

**MISSION APPLICATIONS**

**High Risk & Mobile Environments**

**All Domain Operations**

**Manned & Unmanned Operations**

**HEAR FROM THE EXPERTS**

**High Assurance & CSfC:**
Understanding the Security Solutions Available to Safeguard Your Mission

**One Size Does Not Fit All Encryption Needs:**
An Introduction to CHVP

**GEM® One Encryptor Manager:**
The Window to Encryption Management

**SECURING THE MISSION ACROSS HIGH RISK & MOBILE ENVIRONMENTS**

**LEARN MORE »**

**DOWNLOAD POSTCARD »**

**SUMMARY COMPARISON CHART:**
High Assurance versus CSfC

**DOWNLOAD »**

gdmissionsystems.com/TACLANE